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Thank you for visiting us at Redmond Ben Franklin Crafts & Frames. This is the first year we are 
participating in the Row By Row Experience and we’re positive it won’t be our last!  

Our row uses both piecing and fusible appliqué methods for construction. We used the Die Cut 
Center in our store to die cut all of the appliqué shapes in our row. We have included paper 
templates in this pattern so that you may hand cut the appliqués at home, or you may come 
use our Die Cut Center.  

We look forward to seeing your completed rows! Happy quilting! 
 

Note: Please read all instructions before doing any fusing, so that pieces are added in the correct       
order. The instructions are for the fusible method of appliqué, but you can use any appliqué method that 
you’re comfortable with. 
 

Fabric Requirements:  

Continued on next page 

 7” x 36.5”  - Cloud/Sky (Background) 

 3” x 36.5” - Light Grey (Ground) 

 6” x 18” - Dark Grey (Mountain) 

 9” x 15” - Home Sweet Home Black & White (Houses) 

 9” x 15” - Home Sweet Home Multi Color (Houses, Trees) 

 9” x 22” - Dark Green (Trees) 

 9” x 12” - Medium Green (Trees) 

 9” x 12” - Lime or Bright Green (Trees) 

 6” x 12” - Solid Black (Skyline) 

 1”x 24” - Black Bias Strip (Path) 

Additional Supplies: 

 2 yards Steam-A-Seam II (or Lite Steam -A-Seam II, if machine quilting the top) 

 Embellishments:  wood laser cut bicycles, owl button, fox button. Note: Kit available for purchase.  
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Row Assembly: 

Fuse the Steam-A-Seam to the wrong sides of your fabrics, following the instructions on the package. Cut out the 
trees, bushes, and skyline with scissors, or you can use our Die Cut Center. If you are doing hand or machine    
appliqué, be sure to add a seam allowance to the pattern pieces before cutting them out.  

There are 3 non-pine trees (#49, 54, & 57) and 4 small pine trees (#18, 19, 33, & 34) that are cut from the Home 
Sweet Home Multi Color fabric. Cut these out after fusing your Steam-A-Seam to the wrong side of the fabric. 
Refer to close-up photos of the row. 

Place the sky strip and the light grey strip right sides together, and sew with a 1/4” seam allowance along the 36” 

edge. Press seam open.                                                         

Do not fuse anything down yet! 

Referring to the numbered diagrams on pages 6 & 7, lay out the first layer of your row and pine pieces in place. 

Note: We actually placed the mountain higher than the skyline, but it won’t show after you put the trees on. 

The appliqué pieces are numbered from the back to the front - so the skyline is #1, mountain is #2 and then the 

trees and houses. #1-34 are all going to be behind the bicycle trail, while #36-60 will be in front of or on top of 

the trail.  

 

Lay out your bias strip on top  
of your pinned pieces: 

 

 

 

 
 

Mark where the top of your trail is,  
then lift up the trail piece and trim  
away any excess trees or houses  
that would be sticking out from  
underneath the trail. Keep trail  
piece off to the side.  
 

 

 

Fuse down all of your pinned appliqué pieces, following the instructions on the Steam-A-Seam.  

Lay out the trail strip, and either fuse it down or top stitch it down through all layers. Continue placing and fusing 

the remainder of your appliqué pieces.  

Sew on your embellishments and quilt as desired.  
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Cedar  

Die Cut #339 

Cut : 

7 Dark Green 

3 Med. Green 

2 Lime Green 

Fir   

Die Cut #473 

Cut: 

6 Dark Green 

1 Med. Green 

2 Lime Green 

Tree 

Die Cut #183 

Cut: 

7 Dark Green 

3 Med. Green 

1 Lime Green 

Fern 

Die Cut #361 

Cut: 

5 Dark Green 

4 Med. Green 

1 Lime Green 

Full Size Tracing Patterns & Die Cut Numbers 
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Seattle Skyline  

Die Cut #J62 

Cut 1 

If you are tracing the skyline instead of                 
using the die cut, Match A to B as seen in 
sample. There is a slight overlap built in. 

A 

B 
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Mountain - Cut out 2A & 2B and tape together to make the mountain.  

2
A

 

There isn’t a die cut for the mountain. 

Cut 1 
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2
B
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Numbered Diagrams 

A 
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Numbered Diagrams 

B 

C 


